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ABSTRACT

Demands for more patient-centred care necessitate that leadership creates the conditions for more compassionate care that is sustainable even in periods of acute crisis. We draw on a growing body of empirical research in health services, management and medicine to highlight how the combination of interpersonal acts, leadership style and organisational structures underpins leading with compassion. We further detail how this benefits care provider well-being and patient outcomes through fostering integrative thinking and prosocial motivation. We conclude with implications for practice.

INTRODUCTION

Healthcare organisations increasingly recognise the importance of providing patient-centred care — care that is customised and compassionate in order to meet the whole-person needs of patients and in turn, achieve better health outcomes.1 By compassionate care, we mean care that notices, feels and responds to the suffering of others to attempt to alleviate it.2 Clinician well-being continues to be a chronic problem in healthcare organisations and patients highly desire compassionate care, but both become more difficult and compassion more essential during periods of acute crisis.3 Pandemics like COVID-19 create conditions that heighten the already high demands placed on clinicians and make it even more difficult to deliver high-quality care, safely. Specifically, inadequate capacity (eg, intensive care unit beds), personal protective equipment and staffing (eg, unsafe patient–staff ratios, sustained patient surges, lack of personal protective equipment, rationing medical care and repeated trauma from patient deaths). These extreme circumstances undermine the physical (eg, hospital-acquired COVID-19 or other infections, exhaustion) and mental (eg, moral distress, post-traumatic stress and depression) well-being of clinicians and their patients.

Specifically, we focus on workplace suffering of both the patients and those delivering their care. Research shows that compassionate care benefits patients4 and that patients recognise its value, despite only receiving it about half the time.4 Despite inconsistently demonstrating compassion, clinicians value compassion too. In fact, nearly two-thirds of doctors and nurses believe that compassion is a critical aspect of high-quality patient care,4 and in the UK, it is a core value of healthcare according to the National Health Service Constitution and compassionate leadership has particularly been detailed and emphasised in an influential report from the King’s Fund.5 Instead, evidence increasingly suggests that high and increasing rates of burnout and depression among doctors and nurses6,7 may significantly impede clinician capacity to show compassion perhaps by causing them to miss emotional clues from patients that compassion is desired or needed.8

Although the demands of their work may make expressing compassion more difficult, clinicians benefit from experiencing and even expressing compassion. When clinicians experience compassion at work, it functions as a buffer against strain, and is associated with higher levels of well-being.9,10 Leaders must play a crucial role in creating conditions that enable workplace compassion in order to buffer clinicians and provide care that best meets the whole-person needs of all patients. We view compassion as subsuming related concepts of empathy and sympathy. Specifically, when an individual or organisation is compassionate, it notices the pain of others (ie, sympathy), feels the pain (ie, empathy), but also includes taking action to alleviate pain (and suffering).11 Leaders set the tone for a compassionate organisation.12 Specifically, top leaders and administrators broadly design and diffuse practices (eg, hiring) whereas clinical and mid-level managers typically foster compassion through implementation of these practices and their role modelling of compassionate behaviour (ie, actions and interactions). However, in all cases, clinical, frontline (ie, mid-level) and top managers’ influence on patient experience of compassion is mostly mediated through the actions and interactions of frontline care professionals with their patients. For the organisation as a whole, top managers and administrators influence and shape an organisation’s culture—a system of shared values that define what is important.13 They do so by personally setting expectations and norms for desired and appropriate behaviours through both role modelling compassionate behaviours14 and implementing policies, practices and structures that enable compassion.7 Clinical and frontline managers do so by setting the microcultures of teams and units. In both cases, these policies and practices indicate what the organisation supports, values and rewards.15

We primarily draw on empirical studies from health services, management and medicine on compassion to illuminate how leading with compassion encompasses three interrelated processes—leader interpersonal acts of compassion, compassionate leadership style and finally how leaders implement practices and structures to systematically enable compassion and sustain a culture of compassion.
LEADER COMPASSIONATE ACTS AND INTERACTIONS
Leaders’ interpersonal acts of compassion in everyday encounters with patients and employees positively benefit patients as well as fuel expressions of compassion by employees and generate positive employee outcomes. For top managers, their interpersonal acts may have influence across the organisation, for clinical and frontline managers, their influence may be more locally circumscribed, but no less influential. Specifically, prior research finds that compassionate statements to patients, and leader inclusiveness with employees, are two conversational mechanisms through which compassion is transmitted. Lastly, compassionate interpersonal acts shown to employees also benefit employees in a variety of ways. We discuss each of these below.

Compassionate statements from care providers that express realistic understanding of a patient’s circumstance and a commitment to support them in their treatment have been associated with better adherence to treatment and improved functional outcomes. For example, statements like the following reduce patient anxiety:

I know this is a tough experience to go through and I want you to know that I am here with you. Some of the things that I say to you today may be difficult to understand so I want you to feel comfortable in stopping me if something I say is confusing or doesn’t make sense. We are here together, and we will go through this together (21, p373).

But even simpler formulations that convey compassion—that is, notice and empathise with suffering—"I can understand how difficult low back pain must be for you" or non-verbal connection (eg, leaning in, less interpersonal distance, direct eye contact, smiling and nodding) yield positive emotional and functional outcomes. More generally, communication that confirms (conveying the legitimacy of the concern or emotion) and pursues (asks a follow-up question or offers support) compassion is associated with better patient outcomes. In turn, when a care provider engages compassionately, that person is viewed as more clinically competent and trustworthy by other care providers and patients. In fact, when clinical and frontline leaders (eg, unit directors) display compassion and otherwise emphasise the importance of a compassionate relationship with patients, they are more likely to be seen as a role model by their subordinates.

Leader inclusiveness or "words and deeds exhibited by leaders that invite and appreciate others’ contributions" (17, p941) is another interpersonal action through which leaders can model compassion to their subordinates. In other words, inclusiveness notices, empathises with and acts on information about challenges and suffering of the frontline care providers. In a study of Neonatal Intensive Care Units, acts of inclusiveness shown towards employees were associated with higher levels of psychological safety, meaning they help subordinates feel more willing to take an interpersonal risk. Specifically, inclusiveness activated psychological safety, diminished the inhibiting effects of status differences and was associated with greater engagement in quality improvement work. Such empathy and increased feelings of similarity (via reduced status distance) are critical for fostering compassion among employees and between employees and their patients.

Compassionate acts of leaders are also valuable because they enhance the motivation and information processing of those expressing (eg, leaders) and receiving (eg, subordinates) compassion. Specifically, compassion expresses a prosocial motivation (ie, “the desire to expend effort to benefit other people”, 28, p49) that connects an individual to suffering and heightens sensitivity to the pain and needs of other. That is, compassion and emotional connection to others’ suffering can create a prosocial identity—images of the self as helpful, caring and benevolent—that individuals are motivated to verify and act on by alleviating others’ (eg, patients and/or colleagues’) suffering. Cognitively, higher levels of prosocial motivation increase the diligence and meticulousness applied to tasks. Prosocial motivation also elicits more integrative thinking. That is, prosocially motivated individuals consider others’ perspectives more comprehensively. The enhanced perspective taking increases cognitive flexibility and creativity both of which expand the individual’s access to ideas and potential solutions to effectively help others. Leader inclusiveness and interpersonal compassion are useful tools for clinical, frontline and top leaders to foster compassion and its benefits.

COMPASSIONATE LEADERSHIP STYLE
Leader compassionate acts, inclusiveness and role modelling of compassion are influential, but become more widespread when they are part of a pattern of practice or coherent leadership style. Leadership style is a means of fostering compassion for a leader at any organisational level (ie, frontline, top) clinical or non-clinical. One style of leadership that is inherently compassionate and other oriented is servant leadership. Servant leadership seeks to develop and engage followers on multiple dimensions—emotional, ethical, relational and spiritual. Therefore, servant leadership emerges in one-on-one interactions that recognises an individual follower’s uniqueness and elevates their goals, interests and needs. This engagement is pursued as an end in and of itself, not as a means to other instrumental outcomes (eg, higher performance). As such, servant leadership is highly consistent with the description of compassionate leadership in healthcare—listening to, empathising with and supporting employees.

Although not the explicit focus of servant leadership, there is substantial evidence that when leaders prioritise follower growth and well-being, followers are more engaged and effective in their work in ways that benefit themselves and others. Specifically, prior research consistently finds that servant leadership is positively associated with individual employee discretionary effort (ie, citizenship behaviour) directed towards the community, coworkers and customers. Servant leadership is also positively related with positive behaviours that facilitate effectively working among employees including proactively collaborating and helping. The positive, other-oriented employee behaviours associated with servant leadership are consequential for customers in terms of service quality and performance, customer satisfaction, customer value cocreation and servant leadership is further related to a positive service climate overall. In healthcare contexts, servant leadership enables and empowers patients such that they feel an enhanced ability to cope with, understand and manage their illness. At the same time, servant leadership is positively associated with better work experiences for employees including engagement, job satisfaction, meaningfulness psychological well-being and thriving. Servant leadership is negatively linked with emotional exhaustion and turnover intentions, perhaps because they feel empowered, psychologically safe and supported. Overall, as a compassionate leadership style, servant leadership elicits positive attitudes among followers regarding their work as well as coworker and customer-oriented behaviours that result in higher quality service and outcomes, including in healthcare contexts.
**LEADER STRUCTURES AND A CULTURE OF COMPASSION**

Leaders also enable workplace compassion by creating and supporting organisational structures that encourage, reinforce and support the expression of compassion. Dutton et al refer to these structures as the social architecture of an organisation that enables compassion organising—collective noticing, collective feeling and coordinated responses to suffering. For leaders to consistently foster compassion—both interpersonally and organisationally—leaders must create, enact and champion practices that systematically enable compassion. An organisation’s top leaders have greater ability to adopt and spread such practices, but clinical and frontline leaders can elicit compassion by the ways in which they customise and implement these practices in their clinical areas or units.

In healthcare organisations, recent research finds evidence of the use of compassion practices—organisational practices that reward acts of compassion, and organisational practices that provide compassionate support to employees who are suffering. In subsequent work, McClelland and Vogus found evidence that organisations also use hiring practices, specifically behavior-based interview questions regarding compassion, to select employees who are more likely to show compassion. These compassion practices are associated with higher patient experience ratings and patients reporting higher levels of caring behavior.

In addition to rewarding and recognizing compassion, compassion practices aid care providers by creating ‘holding environments’ that allow employees to individually or collectively process their grief and regroup. As such, McClelland et al find that compassion practices are associated with higher levels of caregiver psychological vitality and lower levels of emotional exhaustion. Healthcare organisations are actively experimenting with new means of deploying existing emotional support personnel (eg, pastoral care staff) to compassionately help employees cope with the demands, stress and trauma of their work. For example, the Cleveland Clinic developed Code Lavenders that activate a kind of rapid response team to attend to compassionately help employees cope with the demands, stress and trauma of their work. For example, the Cleveland Clinic developed Code Lavenders that activate a kind of rapid response team.

Many healthcare organisations, like the University of Virginia Health System, have instituted ‘the Pause’, a contemplative practice wherein a clinician calls for a moment of silence after a patient dies, in order to help the clinical team process and honour the loss of life. In so doing, clinicians report feeling more connected, replenished and better able to interact with the next patient or patient family member. Schwartz Rounds have been introduced at hundreds of healthcare organisations in order to help clinicians discuss the difficult (eg, emotional) non-clinical aspects of a patient’s case as well as to build community, foster learning and increase mutual support.

Grant et al examine how employee support programmes that provide financial grants to meet emergent needs of employees express compassion and instil prosocial motivation throughout an organisation. In addition, employee support programmes also provide a structural vehicle for employees to act on their feelings of compassion. That is, employees contribute to the employee support programme as an expression of their compassion towards their peers who are in need.

In addition to practices that process trauma or attend to hardship, other research finds the importance of everyday practices that cultivate connection and joy also enhance compassion among employees. Specifically, Lilius et al find a set of positive practices that include bounded play (eg, decorating the work environment), celebrating (each other’s personal and professional milestones), collective decision-making and help offering (monitoring and acting on perceived need for help) build a compassion capability that fosters high-quality connections among coworkers in a hospital department. These connections motivate them to compassionately help their colleagues when difficult circumstances arise.

Taken separately, each compassion practice has the capacity to foster interpersonal compassion. However, more recent evidence suggests that it is a ‘bundle’ of compassion practices enacted jointly that fosters and sustains organisational compassion. Bundles of practices are especially influential because they create consistent, distinct and mutually reinforcing signals regarding what the organisation expects, supports and values. That is, such combinations of practices shape a ‘strong’ culture that offers clear guidance for employees. A strong culture of compassion makes clear that acting compassionately towards colleagues and patients is a foundational part of what being at work means and what makes one a good employee.

When combined, the range of practices detailed above work to shape a culture of compassion by—(1) insufing organisations with people likely to show compassion, increasing the organisation’s collective capability, (2) sustaining the system of compassion by further normalising expectations that compassion is a valued and required behaviour at work (towards colleagues and patients), (3) replenishing the organisation’s collective capacity to respond to suffering by directly attending to workplace suffering and (4) fostering high-quality connections among employees that increase attunement to suffering, the likelihood of showing empathic concern and willingness to help. At the same time, a culture of compassion permeates the social architecture of an organisation—its social networks, values and practices and routines—to enable collective coordinated responses to suffering. Employees experience these cultures as caring, connected and warm. The compassion practices and culture of compassion are reinforced and even strengthened by each behavioural enactment by local leaders and the workforce. Not surprisingly, the benefits that accrue to these organisations and their members are significant—better patient and employee outcomes (eg, higher job satisfaction, lower absenteeism, improved teamwork and even fewer common physical ailments).

Taken together, we see how top leaders critically shape—through individual actions and style as well as bundles of practices and structures—the extent to which an organisation has a culture of compassion. Leader compassionate acts are important symbols, reminding employees of how they should act, legitimating and giving attention to noticing and responding to suffering are available to all leaders. These acts also become shared compassion stories that spread in the organisation, as a kind of artefact, reafﬁrming the organisation’s commitment to compassion as an important organisational value. Leaders also play a crucial role in creating and enacting the structural conditions for compassion. Top leaders mobilise resources, and create and activate the social architecture of an organisation—practices, routines, policies and the social network that makes compassion organising possible—with frontline leaders playing a critical role in how it is deployed. Compassionate capabilities derived from bundles of practices enable a compassionate culture and a virtuous cycle that deepens collective compassion capability.

**CONCLUSION**

Increasing demands for highly customised and tailored patient-centred care, delivered in a cost-effective manner, creates a...
vexing challenge for healthcare organisations and the people who work in them even in periods of normalcy. Regional disasters (eg, earthquakes, mass shootings) and ongoing crises like the COVID-19 pandemic reveal the shockingly precarious nature of the healthcare delivery system—a system whose functioning for the communities and patients they serve relies on the sustained well-being of the workforce required to deliver care. Our review of empirical research from health services, management and medicine reveals that increasing the expression of compassion and organisational capability for compassion results in better experiences and outcomes for patients and more meaningful, rewarding and sustainable work for care providers. In other words, compassion is mutually beneficial for employees, patients and organisations. We identify how leaders at all levels play a crucial role in realising these benefits. Specifically, clinical, frontline and top leaders’ interpersonal actions, their overarching styles and the practices and policies they implement combine to instil a culture of compassion that influences and increases employees’ behavioural and verbal expressions of compassion to the benefit of all. However, despite mounting evidence, interventions to foster compassion remain scattered, underused, and, at times, even counterproductive. We offer two overarching recommendations for all leaders to put into practice to cultivate compassionate care and a culture of compassion in the clinical areas, units or organisations they lead.

Leverage leader influence to instil compassion

Employees look to leaders to make sense of ‘the way things work around here’ and what it takes to be an exemplary employee.13 35 The research reviewed finds that a more intentionally compassionate approach, even in brief interactions, makes a substantial difference for patients31 and sets the tone for how to interact with patients and with other care providers and employees.32 36 When leaders model compassion, they foster high-quality relationships with their employees, deepening their referent power, and in turn, strengthening their influence on employees to express compassion and guide how they do so. Leadership influence might also be leveraged during key moments like the aforementioned care encounters, but also when giving even informal performance feedback. For example, Zohar et al find in a randomised trial that providing feedback about the extent to which employees feel a frontline supervisor values safety shifts the extent to which they prioritise and talk about safety.49 50 By extension, clinical, frontline and top leaders could similarly coach their subordinates regarding the extent to which they exhibit and prioritise compassion. Modelling compassion in these key moments shows how to deliver care compassionately and how to lead compassionately and in doing so can cascade and spread the expression of compassion throughout an organisation from leaders to supervisors to frontline care providers to patients.

Focus on compassionate systems

In response to the epidemic of burnout among healthcare providers,6 there have been numerous recommendations for individualised coping strategies including apps and trainings related to compassion, mindfulness and resilience. Moreover, other counterproductive recommendations might be for already ‘depleted’ care providers to be more compassionate, generating compassion fatigue.55 56 Our review offers a practical guide of how to design for compassion such that it is more hardwired into the culture of the organisation and not an additional requirement for overstretched individuals. This occurs when investments are made to redeploy existing resources in service of compassion to employees60 61 or redesigned ways of working to create space and support for compassion.38 Top leaders should build on these efforts to holistically think through how they design hiring, onboarding, training, performance evaluation and compensation practices can jointly and systematically aid compassionate care delivery and an organisational culture of compassion and clinical and frontline leaders how they customise and implement them as a means to achieve healthier patients and a thriving workforce.
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